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Today, we are backing ourselves up online. A 
reflection is forming that is becoming increasingly 
like the real you - your “data double.”  We have little 
to no control over the fate of our data doubles and 
in a burgeoning future of worn biometric sensors, 
this lack will likely cause a tipping point in the culture 
where users will demand to take an active role in the 
fate of their data.

Data created by the body is intrinsically different 
in comparison to data created through the use of 
internet connected technologies. This biometric 
data is created subconsciously and is hence highly 
intimate. Where all personal data is potentially 
sensitive, biometric data is personal as it gets. 
Users must be given agency in an inevitable 
biometric data marketplace. The ability to choose 
must be the prerogative of its progenitor.

How might a future biometric data marketplace 
look when every-day users are offered agency?

BIO I  O



BIO I/O is a speculative business 
geared towards providing data 
agency to the user. 

Custom fit jewelry-like sensors built 
from 3D scans, collect data to be 
uploaded to an encrypted silo.

When sufficient data is collected, a 
user may begin to donate data to 
research they feel an affinity with, or 
sell it to market research companies 
at a satisfactory price. 

The user is now in control of their 
data and taking an active roll in an 
inevitable marketplace.
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Completed as part of my thesis work, BIO I/O is 
a speculative business that would provide this 
agency.  Users are 3D scanned, and bespoke, 
beautiful, biometric sensors are sent to their 
homes. They begin to collect data in an encrypted 
silo where deep learning algorithms will begin to 
search for patterns indicating oncoming health 
problems and to provide minor but constant trim-
tab adjustment directly to their bodies. When 
sufficient data is collected, a user may begin to 
donate data to research they feel an affinity with, 
or to sell it to market research companies at a 
satisfactory price.  The user is now in control of 
their data.

The biometric “statement pieces” are designed 
specifically for each user.  3D models are created 
against 3D scans (digital impressions)
for perfect fitment on 3D printed output. This 
system was prototyped with sensors custom fit 
to my ear which live updated to www.openjulian.
com.  An interactive version was built for display.
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How might a future biometric data marketplace 
look when every-day users are offered agency?
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BIO I/O speculates the 
implementation of a 
business that provides 
agency over personal 
medical information to the 
user. 
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Users are 3D scanned, and bespoke, biometric 
“statement pieces” are sent to their homes. 3D 
models are formed around 3D scans creating 
“digital impressions” for perfect fit on 3D 
printed output.  

The process focuses on the ear as one of the 
most variable and intricately shaped parts of 
the human body, offering a foothold without 
adhesive or straps.

This “works like” system was prototyped with 
arduino and sensors custom fit to my own ear 
which uploaded via a 2G-network in real-time to 
a website I built @ openjulian.herokuapp.com. 

An interactive version was built for public display.

3D printed for perfect fit.

3D scanning ear. 

CAD m
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Design Process:

Speculative/Critical Design

1. Photograph
2. Sketch 2D and 3D
3. 3D scan
4. 3D model
5. Boolean model from scan
6. 3D print
7. Incorporate electronics



A collaboration with Brooklyn Industries, Final Frontier 
Designs and designer Aaron Nesser, the Orbital Bag is one 
of four prototype products I initiated and developed.

This backpack was designed as a consumer-facing product 
using materials and manufacturing techniques borrowed 
from spacesuit design.

The pleating technique (used extensively for the spacesuit’s 
knees, shoulders, and fingers) expands to increase storage 
area and combines with cutting-edge seam-welded textiles 
to become fully water (and atmosphere) proof.

How might a spacesuit design company create 
consumer products to stabilize income streams?

ORBITAL BAG

Final Frontier’s spacesuit glove uses 
pleating and seam welding extensively.

Product Design



PRODUCT DESIGN

Original shoulder bag designs 
morphed into a backpack due 
to market demands.



DNA is an incredible data-storage medium. If the 
entire internet of 2015 were to be coded in DNA, 
it would weigh 4 grams and last reliably for 10,000 
years.

Humanity’s collective knowledge (our big data, our 
papers, books, music, and cat videos) is kept cold in 
some of the largest buildings in the world which, in 
the U.S., consume enough energy per year to power 
all of N.Y.C. for two years.  The conventional server’s 
hardrive is short-lived and inherently susceptible to 
natural disaster.  We propose the creation of an off-
grid archival biological back-up on a grand scale 
- storing humanity’s knowledge in the code that 
creates us.

In this future, we envision the need for distributed 
and biologically managed DNA storage. We advance 
the human body, implanted with an archival organ 
that would protect and manage the valuable 
information within.  The carriers would become the 
protectors of human knowledge. 

How might we use synthetic biology 
to backup humanity’s data?
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This speculative project was conveyed through  
performative presentation.  Audience members 
were introduced to the “New Life Institute” and 
reminded of the NDAs they had signed.  A video 
“news cast” detailed a solar flare disaster that had 
knocked out server farms around the world in the 
recent past of 2026.  Video of this presentation is 
now used as an educational example of speculative 
design for incoming RCA design students.

The Archival Organs were fabricated from clay 
molds, cast in silicone and displayed floating in 
glass and wood jars.  The work was completed  
over a three-week period with a team from the 
Innovation Design Engineering programme at 
the Royal College of Art / Imperial College of 
Engineering in London tutored by the eminent 
bio-artist Oron Catts: Huang ShuTing, Kate 
McCambridge,  Adam Bernstein, and Julian 
Goldman.   
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CALLA
How might we design a satellite dish to delight?

The satellite logistics giant, SES, hosted a design 
competition to challenge the negative perceptions 
of the aesthetics of the residential satellite 
dish, provoking manufacturers to introduce an 
aesthetically pleasing dish option.

My design was inspired formally by the graceful 
calla lily and conceptually by links between 
photosynthesis and the satellite television 
system. Where plants convert sunlight into glucose 
to grow and reproduce as a species, satellite 
television converts light into cultural energy to 
grow and reproduce our stories, knowledge, and 
understanding. 

A full-scale model was fabricated and displayed 
at the SES booth at the 2016 International 
Broadcasting Convention in Amsterdam. 
Functional prototypes are currently in development.
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3D Printed Model by 
CA Models, Scotland 

InSitu Rendering



How might a wilderness emergency stretcher 
become an everyday carry piece of equipment?

XSPAND
STRETCHER

When a person is seriously injured in the 
backcountry and rescue is unable to reach them, 
the best option today is for a stretcher to be 
improvised from whatever happens to be at hand.  
There are no designed solutions for this problem 
that may be carried easily on every expedition.

To design for this problem, a stretcher must be: 

SMALL in volume (~ Nalgene Bottle).
EXPANDABLE to become rigid in span.
IMMOBILIZING a patient’s neck and spine.
ERGONOMIC to be carried for miles.

! ! !
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Cheap expanding insulation foam combines 
with an inelastic textile in a simple mass-
manufacturable construction. A low-volume 
package swells to create a structural and 
potentially life-saving form. 

As the foam expands, it molds to the body, 
insulating and enveloping the patient with 
unprecedented comfort and security in the 
wilderness. The simple two-part construction is 
inexpensive and simple for mass-production. 

The bottom layer supports the body and attaches 
the handles, while the top layer wraps and 
secures the patient.

XSPAND
STRETCHER
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A variety of rigging techniques allows for 
integration with existing gear for a variety of 
carry techniques and situational adaptability. 
On a narrow single-track trail a two-person 
end-to-end approach may be employed, or 
with sufficient team members and space, six 
people can carry for long distances without 
tiring. Helicopter rescue lines can be attached to 
hardpoints at the ends. Ergonomic studies for 
handles were tested using 3D printing iteration 
and weighted bags before a satisfactory form 
was found that enables long-distance carry. 

XSPAND
STRETCHER
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